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Following the publication of the book “African Children’s

Toys” (EDISUD/UNESCO publications), the first exhibition

African children’s toys was held at UNESCO Headquarters

from 26 March to 6 April 2001 at the UNESCO Section for

Crafts and Design in the endeavour to work in favour together

with the International community.

   By holding this exhibition, we wish to share with you the

invigorating message of children being transmitted by their toys

and to demonstrate the great creativity of the African crafts

workers and children.

UNESCO is grateful to the African Member States,

museums and crafts associations without which this exhibition

would not have, taken place. However, we send our special

regards to the African children and crafts workers who lend

us their own toys.



Twenty-nine crafts workers from twelve different countries were involved. Their work was designed for

girls and boys under the age of 12.

These toys clearly remind us of those made by children to entertain themselves and play with, which is why

we included them in the exhibition.

Toys are an essential part of children’s living environment. Girls imitate family life, looking after smaller

children, cooking and tending the land. Boys, on the other hand, are more interested in physical activities linked

to speed, dexterity technology and movement. Other toys appeal to girls and boys alike: musical instruments,

board games and all toys aimed at children under 5.

Dolls dominate the first category. Crafts workers endeavour to bring alive the shiny material they use to

clothe the dolls, with their faces painted like so many masks inherited from the past. Some dress them in

traditional costumes in order to preserve the memory of ancient customs and pass them on to future generations.

Examples are the Sarikely, typical characters from the high plateaux of Madagascar or the Signare from Coree,

Senegal. This educational element is always accompanied by an aesthetic desire to create a high-quality product

far beyond the crafts worker’s intentions, the child uses the doll to symbolise a baby, a mother, even itself or

some other person, child or adult, real or imaginary.

Boys prefer models of bicycles, motorbikes, aeroplanes,

boats and particularly cars. Each material used requires a specific

technique. An object made of wire is transparent, although it

begins to take shape as the wire symbolises its outline while

bringing to life the elements normally kept hidden. Often

brightened up by an aluminium colour, the wire takes on a new

sparkle which makes it easier to decipher its complex

convolutions.

Cars, made of drink cans cut up and meticulously assembled, are covered in the calligraphic lettering of

advertisements. Unlike the wire models, here everything is on the surface -your gaze hits the bodywork and

glides across the heavy reds, brilliant blues, vivid yellows and the play of words and pictures. Based on models

observed around them or publications of various sorts, or complete fabrications, some models are scaled

down, exact replicas of the original, while others are evocative creations based purely on imagination and

fantasy.

Cuddly toys emerge from the depths of the forest and the savannah - elephants, monkeys, giraffes, tortoises,

a gladiator dressed in African colours. The under-6 year olds are captivated by things they can push, from a

simple tin can attached to the end of a stick to boisterous horses, not forgetting the helicopter with the propeller

made of small coloured plastic spoons. Musical instruments and board games, inextricably linked to community

life, appeal to and unite people of all ages.



Children’s creations are different from the more complex articles made by crafts workers.

However, some youngsters can rival the quality, speed and technical skill of the professionals.

African children know how to choose materials suitable for the types of toys they are making. Thin wires

and steel bars for the axles, bottle tops for wheels, tin cans for the wheels of heavy vehicles, strips of metal for

the rims. Children then add cloth or used inner tubes, which they cut into strips and use as ligatures, axle stops

and tyres.

The child mechanics in Brazzaville prefer to make their cars in groups and take as much pleasure in building

them as in competing at the wheel in races, over obstacle courses or simply driving them around the district.

These groups are organised in accordance with principles similar to those of co-operative foundations.

Excellent places of learning, these groups, rather like age groups, also seem to facilitate the social integration of

their members, helping them adapt to their changing cultural environment. The groups equally succeed in organising

outside the field of parents, uncles and aunts while integrating perfectly in harmony with family life. The

organisations thus appear to be particularly enriching for children’s social and psychological development.

Children voluntarily enter into a space that allows them to put their personal mark on the creations they use

at leisure. They are very good at breaking games by chasing and smashing them, necessitating new creations.

The transformed object, even the most basic one, is then carried by personal imagination that is inscribed in

space marked by collective imagination. Individual imagination is capable of incorporating surrounding models,

playing with and questioning reality, over indulging, parodying, teasing or challenging it as well as blending

inspirational sources. Everything seems possible.
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